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A HIST'ORICAL REVIEW OF IMITATION IN LITERATURE

I. Fr<tm Antiquity to the Renøissance

Going back in time in an effort to trace the original sources of the
concept of imitation in the history of literature, one usually ends up with
Plato. lt is possible that ideas about art and imitation had been
generated by earlier cultures. but we shall not touch upon them in this
connection. I)emocritus. who was born at the time of Xerxes. or around
470. imagined imitation as the beginning of art. It is by imitating the
twittering of birds that n'¡an learned to sing.

Plato's concept of art is remarkable in that, although it was inimicat to
art and artists, Platonism has not ceased to be a sustaining force in
literature and other art. Ever new generations of people come forth and
arejust as sure as previous ones that at last the phase ofsuperstition has
passed and man's horizons have cleared; but equally surely do
Plato's thoughts about our world being only a pale reflection of the world
of ideas appear to return. Recurrent is the view that a poem is not
beautiful for what it is but for the reason that it represents the idea of its
worldly object. This line of thought has in the modern age been pursued
by Schelling, Hegel and Eduard von Hartmann.

A Finnish scholar (Railo) has written an interesting study on the forms
taken during tlre course of history by the Platonic cult of the beautiful.
They appear often to have been associated with an imagined garden of
Eden. which it has been endeavored to establish on earth, either actuaily
or as a literary creation; there have been countless such endeavors
whenever economic circunrstances have allowed, The study referred to
begins with a fresh description of the Garden of the Ten Virgins in
Byzantium. The Garden óf Beauty appears likewise in the troubadour
poetry of Roman de la Rose. The renaissance of the educated class in the
nature worship of princes, in the zeal to build a paradise on the slðpes of
Fiesole or in Tivoli, generally has its parallet in the platonic pursuits that
have reverberated in the discussions taking place in the garàen walks of
those villas. Pico and Marsiglio Ficino were pratonists, and cardinal
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Pietro Bembo's speech to celestial beauty was written to realize
Re¡aissance man's yearning fbr the fbuntainhead of truth and beauty.

. what is this strange mode of thought. which seems to destroy itsell.
jusf as a wilct ani¡'al devours its young out of fear that they cannot cope
u'ith surrou¡rding dangers?

ln his dialoguc 'lon'. Plato lets a clever sophist argue with a wandering
rhapsodist. or reciter of poetry. The outcome is that the rhapsodist tripi
on his <lwn words and is constrained to admit poets and rhapsodists to be
liars and suspect as citizens. Plato pursues his attack on poets in his
'Politeia'. He regards the elt'ect of poetry on youth as pernicious because
poetry cloes not reproduce the ideas of the ideal realm of the homeland of
beauty and truth but copies the copies. The characters of Homer. for
example. were imitations lrom the world of ideas with their desires and
their struggles. Homer thus copied copies. plato remained consistent in
his contempt ol'poets. That is why many contemporary literary critics,
especially in the English-language sphere (forexample: wimsatt, Brooks
ancl Alex Prenringer). logically hold up Plato as the negative beginning of
litcrary criticisnr.

'[hus the cluality. polarity. of Plato's concepts. which is observed in
Gernlan aesthetics, is apt to be overlooked. plato was himself a
plriloso¡rhical writer. if not a downright poet. who waxes ecstatic over
beautv. lt should not be forgotten that t'or him beauty and art were not
the sanrc tlring. He was capable of describing the fountainhead of beauty
better than nrany who came after him - at least, more captivatingly
than Aristotle. who rook a sensibly favorable attitude toward art. But
¿rrt wali not placed by Plato in any relationship to beauty.

H.wevcr. in the event that he hopes to give his thoughts scope and
rangc. a literary critic cannot readily be at continual and fundamental
trlcls with himselt, like Plato. lt was in his late dialogue 'Timaeus. that
Plato arrived at a less contradictory relation to art. In it he submitted
that the cosnros is a divine copy of the ideat world. and he almost states
that íì poet creates in the same way as the cosmos. This decisive step ¡n
thvor of the poet he did ¡rot. however. take.

Aristotle. although his ideas were rapidly forgotten during the period
of' antiquity l-ollowing him. had a decisive influence on Jh" literary
critiiism of the entire modern era. He taught that the poet's rapture.
which Plato scorncd. was capable of purging the soul of the listenår. As
tì¡r irrritation. he propounded a theory that bore fruit to the middle of the
twentieth century. The nature of plays is not one of copying copies, as
with Plato; rather do they oftþr a new opportunity to realizð important
aesthetic aims. to present in f'ull that to which nature in isolateã cases
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esDires. Organic nature produces only imperfections; the poet sees the

Ir,'¡rrttul aspirations of nature. This typicalness' tepresentativeness in an

lm¡t"t¡on is something we {ind in Arabic criticism, but in it the retation

of imitation to nature was never conceived with same depth.

Aristotte's imitation seeks laws of universal application in nature that

would not become revealed unless the image created of the poet seeking

the organic whole did not bring them into view.

Aristotle's tìne-fibered concept of imitation was exchanged soon,

around the time of Christ's birth' for a degenerate view of it'
Admonitions were given to imitate. not nature, let alone universals, but

the poets of the classical age.

The same view is held by the highly celebrated, anonymous author
(called Longinus) of the book 'Peri Hupsous'. Like lslamic critics at a
later date, he also ulgently held up imitation of old models as the way to

reach the summit of the art of poetry. lnnginus deviates from the

concept of the poet as a handicraftsman by stressing the importance of
ecstasy at many points in his book. while also encouraging the imitation
of classicalpoets. ln the name of truth, it must be admitted that lslamic
critics. too. such as $ãzim and al-ðurþãni soar to ecstatic heights in

describing the highest forms of poetry. Hãzim, at least, resembles

amazingly lnnginus also in the respect that he complains on nearly the
same grounds that the contemporary era can no longer produce great
geniuses. The concept of genius was a strange one to the Arabian critic
writing after the Abbasid time. although it occurs"as a phenomenon, but
not as a word. in the writings of. for example, al-Gurfãni. Since the best
poet is the best liar, he makes mistakes in moments of ardor, just like
lnnginus'genius. The poet possessed by 'iaitãn' or '!inn' while singing
was f'amiliar to criticism even during Omayyad times (Mohammed has a
s¿r¿ titled The Poet, in which he declares that, according to the latest

scholarship. the spirit taking hold of a poet is such that a disciple of
lslam may accept its products). To the positivists flãzim and al-Gur!ãni,
a genius of this kind was an unknown quantity.

Aristotle's central motitì the great idea, was destined to be left without
understanding in his own cultural sphere as well as in the culture of
Islam and the culture of the Renaissance. The artist imitates universals
and not individual pheno'mena or abstractions of the ideal world of
metaphysics. either,

.dfter Aristotle, the word imitation gained a content much easiet to
grasp than universals. lt was understood as the presentation of
stereotyped people: the soldier, the deceitful tradesman, the braggart,
the wild Trachian, etc. Gone were Aristotle's universals, the force that
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(l'i'cs \el)ür¿rrc phen()nìcra toward a universal nlodel and tlìat we
rccogrrizc as the c'ncc¡rtrati¡rg t'orce in the universal itselfi

I'lìc \tr¡d! rll Dior¡vsir¡s rll'Halicarnassus on inritation has been lost.
br¡t a¡ idc¡ ol'ils conlcnr can bc gained trorn tragnrents. preservcd in the
lrrslitr¡ti. ()ratoriri ol' Quintilian. l'hc irnitation of thc classics during
lurrtic¡uitr \ras not col.¡ving. plagiarisnr or the reprorduction ol ¡.hetorical
l)rtlcl'rì\. ¡ur\ nì()r'c than it u,as later lo the l¡esl critics in the sphere of
lslarn. llul ratl¡cr ilrtcllcctual rvrestling with paragons.

F-ou¡ i¡¡¡¡1.,t',ar¡t icleas that u'crc transplanted into Islamic culture by
nìeans ol translations by syrian Nestorians were: t- lmitation of plato,s
sensory phenonrenorr. 2- r'ritation of trre universats propounded by
Aristot lc. the p.ssitrilities inherenr in nature. J- lnlitation of the
e'l¡ssics.l'larc antiquit^y. 4- l-he c'ncepl of the Neoplatonists. notably
Pl.tinus. that the ¡r.ct is capable - c()ntrar,v to plato's thesis - of
iruitating real iclcas.

'l'hc c.rrccpr .'l' ¡r'iration helcl b-v pl.rinus. the Ncoplat.nist. is the
rcsult ol'nlcditatir¡n possessing a still stricter. all-en¡bracing philosoph-y
lrrtl expansive vision.

It'we are to believc spengler. plotinus nrarks the beginning.f a new. to
use a spenglerian word. Magian curture herd in 

"ornn,on 
by East ancr

west. Thc giti t. trre western curture .r' the persian rerigions.
Zrr.aslrianis'r. Manichaeism. Mazdaisnr. was dualisnr. ornrt¡zd
represcntecl go.dness and light. Ahrirnan evit and darkness. 'rhe conflict
belwcen light ancl darkness was an eternal and ceaseless tundanrental
contradictio¡r. Plotinus ingeniously applied this dualism also to
aesthetics - even to the extent that his thoughts do not limit their ranget. nretaphysical speculation arone but rrave inrprications bearing upon
literar.l' plre rronrena as well. Longinus' ¡roer hacl ¡rc.ted out ol'c¡uasiiiuine
inslrilalion. ln licu ol tlris ulrcertairr capability. pltrrinus presents an
intcgratcd *trrkl c.lrcc¡¡t. whicrr is h¿rsecl .n clivine intc.lligencc. or light.
*hich ¡renctlalcs ¡ll lhat is. lhough irr cliltL.rcnt rJegrees. Intclligence is
ct¡uivale'rrt to light. arrd it is nol interrclc<l tor philosophers alone but firr
hunlalr lreings rn gcneral alrrr e'cn tirr inaninlate nflture.'rhe higher thc
lìrrrtt ol' c.ristcrrce. ltrc l¡lorc dt¡es it co¡rtain light and intelligence. A
special exanrple ol'this intelligcnce is the artist. who is in mùe direcr
contact u'ith clivine intelligence than arc others and who is ca¡rablc of
tlansnrittirrg perfèctiolt. beaut,y ancl truth to others. iuc¡ a
rlivirc ex¡rla'at.r'y basis *,.ulcl tlc sli¡rr crns.lation t. the literary devotee
.nlers ir t'ruld inclicale rhe ladcle¡'tl*vn rvhich the clivine'nous.ãescends
lirr.ur.r'c\ l() hch.l<l Betirrc it is br..ught tìrr r¡s t. sce. light is u,ithour
l.rnl. uillr.t¡r e.hrr. *rrhout tn¡th. u,ithout l)c¿lut.y. when the artist lras
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transformed the divine emanation into shapes, poetry, cotors, musical

tones. then only has the divine acquired attributes. The artist copies

natüre but infuses his creation with something of divinity; the form and

the colors appearing in the traces left by his hands represent material

that had originally been dead and dark but then been purged by a cosmic

intelligence ancl light'
An interestitrg individual feature of Plotinus' thought is the special

status he gives the eye among all the sensory organs; of all the senses'

sight is the purest, being in the most immediate touch with light, intelli-

gence. This concept has won later adherents, as witness Goethe's lines:

'Did not the eye partake of sun,

Sun would be darkness to our seeing,

No splendor could lrom the divine be rvon.

Were God not part of mortal being.,

Consideration of Plotinus dramatically makes apparent the disparity

prevailing in lslamic titerature between the standards held up by literary

criticism and the literature itself.
lnspired by the secret lore of the Magi and the forbidden wine of

mysticisnt. the late lslamic poet moved with sovereign freedom through

the world of rhetorical figures. The figures dictated by rhetoric did not

confine his spirit, emancipatecl as it was by cosmic light, but offered the

material to which he might apply the f'orms and the colors brought back

from his nocturnal rambles. The Neoplatonic codex was well within the

reach of Islanric scholars and it could have offered flexibility and

mobility also to the literary criticism in the Islamic sphere, after the

fashion of Plotinus' literary views, but this criticism chose a different
direction to pursub from that taken by its target. poetry. On the other

hanct, it may also be observed that the non-mystic later Islamic poetry

scrupulously adhered to the systems of rules formulated by its criticism.
It is remarkable that the passion penetrating the walls of the Sufi world

cave did not produce a singte literary critic. although it penetrated the

most magic of the magic, the orthodox theology itself. in al-Ghazzãlls
great work of theotogical reform. which was based on the vistas gained

I'rom a lifetinre spent among the Sulìs of the wilderness.
But why should we force Islamic criticism into a mold into which it

nevcr sought to fit? Why should we demand that that criticism follow in
the wake of Plato. Aristotle or Plotinus in perpetuating the tlieory of
imitation?

We remember. to be sure, how many scholars have wondered about
the vacuum into which aesthetics appears to have endod uP in arnong the
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Arabians. Grunebaum notes that Islamic criticism has rthis mechanistic
idea of beauty added fïom outside by technical devicesr (p. 328).

Heinrichs observes (p. 45) that it is p¡ecisgly the discrepancy between
poetry and reality that caused García Gómez to speak in his study
'Convencionalismo e insinceridad en la poesia lrabe' of the lack of
serious¡ress in Arabic literature. of a condition of non-earnestness.

Nevertheless. it is precisely tïonr that vacuum that we find a new
species of literary creation. The starry sky of the Islamic thinker is
strange to us at tirst; we stand underneath it in astonishment; its lights
do not tell us much; but as their patterns begin to grow alive, they reveal
to us secretsof a culture thousands of years old, the mystic tradition of
the Aratrs anct the Persians. We discover that lslamic literary criticism is
not ¿r vacuuln. alìer all: t'or it has developed the theory of imitation along
lines quite its own and has produced diverse defrnitions of that which is
hcrc ref'erred to as literary arabesque. This arabesque has previously
becn characterizcd in chapter l. It may be defined in relation to
inritatio¡r. but it nray no longer be that in comparison with the concepts
ol'inritation held during ant¡quity or by later Europeans. As a literary
¡rhenonrcnon. we met w¡th the arabesque in the baroque style, to be sure,
as well as in 20th-century modernism and its criticism (cf., e.g.,
Ransom's concept of the verbal icon. which contains some of the same
ingrcdients as appear in the arabesque 1) ).

In Arabian criticism we meet with a good deal of the same content as
in l,onginus - the idea that by imitation is meant copying old masters,
the emphasis on the importance of rhetorical figures; but the addition
brought in by Arabian criticism is taþyÏl or phantasmagoria, as we call it,
perhaps exaggerating a little or to provoke the deepest sense of
the concept. The different techniques involved in it will be shortly
discussed. Whe¡r the complicated style of the Abbasid period had once
gol started. it spread with anrazing rapidity everywhere that the Islamic
culture was adopted. For example: the original poetry of the Turkish and
lnclian peoples difl'ered fiom each other very greatly, but after the
literaly arabesque had once been accepted. creative work in the writing
of poetry continued in rather much the same manner from India to
Morocco up to our own century. Where did this method of writing
originate, then? ln a separate chapter, 'An Iranian Dream: The lranian
Aclam', we shall describe how its origin is connected in a remarkable way
with the history of the Arabian and Persian peoples.

l) 'l-hc vcrbal icon is a way of explaining an individual metaphor, while
the arabcsque is the archetype or primal symbol of a certain literary
gcnre.
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Arabic literary criticism has two separate traditions, one Aristotelian

¡nd one indigenous, as Heinrichs has shown in his meritorious work,

which provides the guidelines for the following historical review as far as

it concerns the Arabs'-- 
Al¡ the critics. al-öur!ãni al-BãqillãnÏ, Ibn Khaldün, who have been

dealt with separately in this study. stem from a tradition of their own

separate from Creek philosophy. Aristotle's tradition came from the

theological academy of Alexandria. In this academy, attention was

concentrated on the study of Aristotle, whereas in Athens it was Plato
that was studied, in a Neoplatonic spirit (e.g., Iamblichus and Proclus).
The men who studied in Alexandria gave rise to the so-called Syrian
Renaissance. and this in turn spawned many of Aristotle's Arabic
translations.

As if foreshadowing the future trend of its thinking, Islamic criticism
at an early period produced imitation in the form of ka{ib, 'non-truth'.
The positions taken by Islamic literary critics toward the concept of
ka{ib are divided by Heinrichs into four principal categories:

l- In the sense of a lie, a falsehood. As such, it is permitted in
poetry.

2- ln the sense of maþã2, trope. Ibn Qutaiba, in his early day,
poilrted out that thcre are those who wish by means of tropic use of
language to conceal the truth of the Koran.

3- Ka{ib in the form of a hyperbolic expression, exaggeration. This
approaches the meaning inherent in the main object of our
exanrination, the literary arabesque.

4- Taþyil, the last form of ka{ib, phantasmagoria, is the one that
al-Gurfãni realizes more completely, perhaps, than anybody else in
utilizing it in the form of the literary arabesque.

The tbct that we meet with the word kalib early in connection with
discussion of poetry brings to the fore the circumstance that, from the
very beginning, lslamic culture had a certain tendency to view poetry as a
phenomenon wherein the poet created another wortd, which was parallel
but not the same as sensory reality.

Ibn Qudãma @. 922) lohg ago made a statement typical of Istamic
criticism: rThe best poet is the best liar.r He presented a highly
interesting and early picture of the way the arabesque began to be
molded in the sphere of Islamic criticism. He himself supported those
who in the use of figures were in favor of moderation, but at the same
time he showed how forcefully hyperbolic expression and exaggeration
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ha<l gainccl a firothold in critical circles. rl¡l mJ opinion. nloderation is
the trcttcr of these two trends... one of thenr has said. however. that the
l)cst l'roclrv is the lcast veracious. the most false. The poet strives. you see.
lry ex:rggcratilrg to strengthen his idionr, to ntake it n¡ore effective; and
t've-n thouglr he strays in his exaggcrations into the sphere of things that
tl. rrot exist. he regards thenr only as rìreans of enriching his style"
(Hcirrlichs. ¡r. 59).

'l'lrc pre¡rr iclca rrrurishc<l b-v al-ður[anT t<i. 1078) u,as to prace tar.ryï|.
thc ¡rhantasnragoria. into thc very centcr ofhis literary-acsthctic thought.
l'lrc pharrtasnragoria is thc Arabian intcrpretation of imitation. It is
rlllcn al-ct¡rþãrri portrays the ¡roet as a lantasist and liar that he writes
lhc choicest pages of his brxrk and givcs t¡f his trest.

,These phantasnragories excite wo¡rder and abandon in the beholder.
They induce in the soul of one who has come under their spell a
strangc l'eeling. which previously was not there.'lhey act seductively. and
their nright is not to be denied in any connection nor shoukl it bc
underestimated. The phantasntagories of the poets work in the same way
as idols. and cxert the same degree of temptation as theser (al-Gur[ãni.
p. 369).

Hcrc is discharge<l clearly thc rvhole nature of the arabesque, its
col¡lcnt as lorn lt¡ose fìrrnr tinre. bcing ornamentation haltecl to a
standstill. simply existing in space. Imitation. again, expresses
something only u'hen it is in the process of realizing the thing it is
¡rortraying.

Bul the arabesquc is not petrified. dead. We meet the arabesque aneu'
in gracluall-y clawning mr>der¡rism in the prose studies of Charles
tsaudelairc. To Bauclelaire. thc atrstract by no nreans signified sornething
ditTìcult ol'conrprehension ancl cnrpty. as our clders tenclecl to think of
nr()dcnl poctry; fìrr hinr. the atrstract was sonrething s¡riritual and its
highcst expression rvas that which he termed the arabesque.'l'he frcest
lirnr of p()c-tr,y is that ilr u'hich n<ln-otrjectivc. free patterns and lines are
crrabled to take shapc fì'eely irr thc nragical laboratory of the poet's trrain.
.'fhe arabesque.' Baudcl¿rire conlnlcntcd. "is the nrost spiritual of all
¡rrcrhod'i." As Baudelaire thought. the grotesque. the arabesque ancl the
fantasv.bckr¡rg togcther. Fantasy is. for him, the capability whereby the
¡noven¡errts of the t'ree spirit detachcd fronl otrjects can be discovcrecl and
a¡lpropriatecl; the arabcsque. again. is a creation tf'this capability. We
notice here that the genre of literary arabesque appears and disappears
in the history of literature.

The nratters here expressed are tlre sanre content, if not verbally. as
tll.scexPrecscd by al-Óurfarri irr thc tìrllou'ing; ,The othcr o¡res who say
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that the biggest liar ofa poet is the best poet hold the opinion that the art
(of poetry) can prosper and ltnd its greatest glamour and develop to

many-sidedness only where it can operate freely and with a maximum of
elbowroom. Here the poet will find a way to create something new and to

add to the old thing. to see new forms or to enliven the old ones. Here he

will find a l¡eld of riotous action stretching as far as he ever wanted.

Unceasingly. the motifs stream toward him; he draws water from a well

that will never run dry. takes out things from a container that is forever

full. He who wants to stress plain facts is confined in a narrow space,

with feet t'ettered. and he cannot move at will. He has the desire but not

the ability to use his strength , (al-óurÉânî, p. 293).

When we thus exa¡nine side by side statements by Baudelaire and

al-ður$âni. there co¡nes alive for us that which is the core of abstract
po€try of every era.

In the Islamic sphere. to be sure. this abstract poetry has its own

special character. owing to the primal symbol of magical culture, the
basilica, which separates the person of that area from the world of
the senses outside. The first presentation of this poetry, one that
proved exhaustive for centuries. $'as offered by al-ður!ãni. In
phantasmagoria the poet can apply several methods. In his zeal,

al-Ourþãni reverts to his pertinent and empirical style; in view of our
theme of the arabesque, his th_oroughgoing description of these methods
produces certain of al-Gurfãni's best pages. where the properties of the
literary arabesque. only assumed previously, are delineated.

,Know that poetry which operates with phantasmagoria appears, with
all its side branches and special features, ... as such a gigantic.
multibranched tree that the description and classification of all its
branches into special phenomena is not possible in its multiple forms,
(p. 2%).

A classification of this kind is nevertheless accomplished by
al-ðurfãni with characteristic relentlessness and thoroughness. We shall
here touch upon only the main points of this classification to gain an idea
of how carefully an Islamic critic could approach this literary genre
created by his own fhntasy and the heritage of his cultural sphere. The
meth$ of'phantasmagoria is a fantastic etiology.

Al-Gur[ãni separates the following main segments of the fantastic
etiology or tantastic origin:

- The po€t presetìts the primary cause of the phenomenon, which is
obviously contrived but effective poetically.

- The t'antastic animation of an inanimate phenomenon.
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- The invention of imaginary reasons for. e.g., the white hair of an
elderly person.

- A fantastic debate between a narcissus and a rose over which is more
valuable.- The animation of natural phenomena in, e.g., explaining
the original cause for the different colors of horses.

- The invention of fantastic reasons apart from the combatants for the
movements of swords and spears during a battle.

- A fantastic etiology, or original cause, for meteorological phenomena
and, e.g., the phases of the moon.

Thus far did Islamic literary criticism carry literary taste fiom
imitation of sensory phenomena. Although this taste was carried far, its
saturation point was not reached in a century, as in the case of European
modernism; rather did it prevail throughout the lands of Islam for a

nrillen¡riunr - and does so in places even to this day within the sphere
that now has taken upon itself the task of carrying t'orward the European
cultural tradition.

From the foregoing I hope it has become clear that Islamic literary
criticisnl was not a vacuum in which certain concepts borrowed from
antiquity might have been mechanically realized, concepts without any
real substance for the men of this culture. Doubtful, therefore, appears
to be the view held by v. Grunebaum, one that is repeated on many pages
of his stucly 'The Aesthetic Foundation of Arabic LiteratureÌ rOf the
two fundamental lines of apptoach developed by antiquity, they did not
follow the Platonic and Plotinian tradition to investigate the nature of
the beautiful, but rather took up the Aristotelian problem of the nature
of the literary art.r As we have seen, Aristotle's interest is focussed not on
the technique of making a poem but mainly on his concept of the poet.
The artist copies universals, not random phenomena of nature; it is the
latent possibilities of nature that he portray:.-The essence of Islamic
poetry was not inward dishonesty, rinsinceridadr, as Garcia Gómez
argues, but rather does it have its own great central objectives. It created
its own conceptions of literature, which prove to be distant, though
indisputable relatives of 20th century poetics. The attachment of Islamic
criticism to abstraction must not be understood as a limitation. Do we
see, oi did Yeats see Byzantine culture as an insincere one? Every culture
constitutes a galaxy all its own.

To continue our review of indigenous Arabic literary criticism, we
might call attention to lbn Khaldün (1332-1382). In his work
culnrinated the psychologism of indigenous Arabic criticism. which we
find so strong in al-CurþãnT; on the other hand. we find in hinr the
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scholastic ned of Arabian philosophy to circumscribe concepts logically,

a need the Arabs had generated, apparently, by slightly

misunderstanding Aristotle. Ibn Khaldún nevertheless has something

etse, something much more modern, to say. ln his discussion of poetics,

Ibn Khaldún used the words rtexturer and rstructurer (or rconstructionr)

in precisely the same sense as certain of the New Critics, notably

Ransom. As applied by Ibn Khaldûn, )texture, conesponds to
Aristotle's concept /erl's, signiffing style or mode of expression, the

ability to represent contrasts, etc. Ibh Khaldún's rstructurer, again,

corresponds to Aristotle's expression raxls, signi$ing the construction of
a poem, its 'poetic strategl', architectute or plot. The antithesis
structure-texture is consftued in our own day in somewhat deviating
ways. too, yet it provides one of the basic concepts of the New Criticism.

We shall now turn to the other mainstream of Islamic poetics, the
Aristotelian tradition. The tradition of Atistotelian poeticr in Islamic
criticism is a long one, but rather slight of signifisancc. A¡ Fr¡¡cesco
Gabrieli has demonstrated in his 'Estetica e poesia araba nell' inter-
pretazione della Poetica aristotelica presso Avicenna e Averroè' (Riv.

Stud. Or. 1929), the earlier Arabian philosophers really did not
comprehend Aristotle's poetics at any point. Gabrieli asserts, in fact,
that the retention of 'Poetics' in the Arabic Organon was, after all, a

futile act. Characteristic of Arabian misconceptions is the fact that
Aristotle's poetics was understood throughout the world of Islam to be

the business oflogicians and philosophers and no concern ofthe students
of poetry and literary style or philologists. By the late Alexandrian
period, to be sure, the poetics of Aristotle was seen to belong to the
sphere of logic; but this is perhaps only additional evidence of what we

have talked about before. namely. that thought along Arabian lines
began as long ago as late antiquity. In general, poetics was classified by
Arabian encyclopedias, according to this erroneously understood Aristo-
telianism, among non-Arabic branches of learning, notwithstanding the
fact that the Arabs might boast of no few sharp thinkers in the field of
poetics. Thus isolated did indigenous Arabic poetics remain, along with
the Arabian tradition of Aristotelian poetics. As mentioned before,
Aristotle's Organon rvas obtained by the Arabs through the
intermediation of Syrians. An early representative was the celebrated
translator, physician and philosopher Sergius of Rê5 cAinã, who studied
in Alexandiia and transláted Arittotle's ?oetics' into Syrian. Tire first
Arabic translation of the work was done by Abü Biír Mattã (who died
in 940). He rendered the word 'mimesis' as 'muþãkãt', which was
retained afterwards in the vocabulary of Aristotelian poetics in Arabic.
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Antong Arabian philosophers. al-Kindi in his early day dealt with
Aristotelian poetics. but his work in this sector amounted only to an
episode.

Al-FãrãbT lockecl horns with the syllogisms of late Alexandrian
scholastics and the laws of logic. He did not look upon poetic images as
veritative. Mimesis. muþákât, was an expression used to say something
about an object that it resenrbled. whereas a deceptive, sophistical
expression, kadib. sought to say something about its object that E/as

conrpletely contrary to the reality. So emaciated and sophistical had
Aristotle's highly pregnant idea about mimesis. or imitation, thus
become. lt is probablc that al-Fãrãbî received this idea and its
interprctation tion¡ his teacher. Abä Bi5r. who had translated 'Poetics'

into Arabic. At any rate. it is obvious that not much was to be gained by
tbllowing this duai road. compared with al-öur!ãnls innovativi concept
of taþyTl(phantasmagoria). which defines the most significant theoretical
invention in the literature of Magian culture. The term taþyil is also to be
t'ound in al-Fãrãbi - but used as a synonym for muhãkãt.

Let us now turn our attention to gãzim al-Qartãfanni who is perhaps
the most interesting thinker in the Aristotelian tradition of the Arabs.
The son of a Saragossia¡r merchant. he was born in Cartagena. Murcia.
in l2ll and studied in Seville. When the Spanish Reconquista took
Cordoba,flãzim fled to Marrakesh, where he spent the rest of his life. He
therefore belonged to the Arab generations that taught sciences and free
thought to Europeans; he was a member of the intelligentsia that
Christian chauvinists drove out of Spain.

$ãzim is the subject of quite an exhaustive study done by Wolfhart
Heinrichs. a study that has been previously quoted. Heinrichs has also
translated Hãzinl's work on n'rimesis. or inritation in poetry.

In this connection, the fhct needs to be reiterated that 20th century
European Arabists still entertain just as erroneous ideas about
Aristotle's 'Poetics' as the Arabs did during the Middle Ages. Td
reitcratc: according to Aristotle, poetry reproduces universals, not
random phenomena. rPoetry is more philosophical and more solemn
tha¡r is history, as the former concerns itself with the universal, the latter
with.the individuab (Poetics. Chapter 9).

We have referred to Aristotle's concepts about poetics, and we shall
do it again. for the orientalists are not all too well acquainted with
thenr. As Aristotle sees it, poetry thus expresses with regard to its object
something universally valid. generic. According to Aristotle, the most
important concepts of poetic beauty are: l)'taxis', 2) symmetry and 3)

_.1
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,horismenon'. 'Taxis' may be represented by the words structure, srchi'
tecture. order, even poetic strategy. Symmetry means that the pafrs are

in a set arrangemenl in relation to both the whole and each other. It does

not mean equal dimensions.of the parts but rather the harmonious

adjustment of differences. 'Horismenon' means delimitation. What

Aristotle wanted it to mean, according to his present interpreters' was

that a beautiful object must clearly stand out from other objects.

Internally, the term is intended to signi$ that a work of art is an entity,

integral, sufficient unto itself and comprehensible as such' in no need of
any continuation or extension. Poetics in the Aristotelian sense is highly

hotistic: no pârt of a work can be removed without reducing the whole

into disorder. One of its fundamental concepts, in addition, is unity in
variety. Aristotle is the inspiration for the present organicity demands,

met with in both the New Criticism and the structuralism of the French

and the East'EuroPeans.
Of these basic Aristotelian concepts, we do not meet with a single one

in European studies on Arabic poetics. It is as if the Orientalists were

either under the domination of the scholastic logic of the Arabs or
habituated to borrowing each other's conjectures concerning the nature
of literary theory without anybody's looking to see what the immense

accumulation of research material on literary theory contains or what
Aristotle has, in the view of other literary scholars, said about poetics.

It is signifrcant that Heinrichs wrestles strenuously with the question
of, for example, whether al-Fârãbi's idea of imitation is of Greek origin
or not. It would suffrce simply to note that it has nothing to do with
Aristotle's concept of 'mimesis'.

It is indisputable that the present inquiry, too, owes Heinrichs a debt
for everything said about Hãzim; even so, certain critical remarks about
Heinrichs' work are warranted.

Just as Grunebaum, in his study 'The Aesthetic Foundation of Arabic
Literature', represented Aristotle as some kind of a poetic technician,
who left as a legacy to the Arabs a somewhat sterile, mechanistic concept
of poetry, one constructed of device. so does Heinrichs depict $ãzim as a

scholar of poetics who. alone among the Arabs, worked out a true
synthesis of Aristotelian a¡d indigenous Arabic poetics. Yet, it appears
as if, in truth, $ãzim does not establish for poetry any such autonomy as

does Aristotle, but concentrates rather in the truly Arabic manner on tlte
psychological effects of imitation. In his mind, the object of poeiry is to
produce an effect that leads to action. It is not our desire, however, to
bypass with such a simplified explanation one of the most interesting
scholars in the field of Arabic poetics.
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We have previously remarked that al-Fârãbi and Avicenna used the
ternrs 'nruþãkãt' and 'ta¡yit' as synonyms for the same word,imitation.
According to Heinrichs, these words are used by Hãzim not as synonyms
but as complementary terms. They function approximately according to
the following fbrmula:

Evocation of
lnritatitu (rnu[rãkrìt) imagination (taþyä)

Objccl

Ncw i¡r $ãzim is the fact that he was presumably the first to describe
intitation as a significant element in the process whereby poetry carries
its effect. Imitation sets off the imagination, which, again. leads to love
or hatred of the object. lt would seem as if $ãzim really - and alone
among Arabian scholars - embraced imitation as an important part of
his theory of poetry. Earlier theoreticians translated imitation into
'evocation of imagination' or 'phantasmagoria' or 'metaphorical
thinking', most gave it only passing interest. In the case of Hãzim, it is
plainly an important part of the poetic process designed to produce an
effect.

It is noteworthy, however, that $ãzim remains quite a typical child of
his Arabic tradition of poetics. The fact that he grafted the genuinely
Greek idea of imitation on the Arabic tradition of explaining the
psychological effect produced by poetry does not negate this statement.
With respect to poetry as such, there is a vacuum in t{äzim's system: only
the effect is described. This is precisely where we encounter the
psychologism of the Arabs. A poem does not exist as an entity, it is not
organic, it does not require order. its parts are in no special retation to
the whole.

However, the fact that in $ãzim's opinion poetry does not pose a
question of truth or falsehood strikes me as significant. Poetry
concentrates all of its power on producing an effect. Earlier
theoreticians actually never dwelt on the intention of poetry, although
they did, to be sure, describe its effect. It is as if with respect to the poetic
ego or the poet's phantasy, the birth site of a poem. there were a gap in
$ãzim's theory. We did, after all. meet with the poet's phantasy in
Philostratus and Plotinus.

Poetry therefore produces an effect. Whether for right or wrong is a
secondary matter. Ou this point, $ãzim is a very rare thinker. No other
school of theoreticl literary thought besides the Marxian comes to mind
that has so intensely concentrated its attention on the exclusively

'fhc poenr
The ¡roet

Rcacler
Listener
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propagandistic effect of poetry. Poetry itself is capable of taking a

vþrous stand on issues of, for example, patriotism, as witness Homer,
the Jewish prophets, Virgil, lVhitman, René Char; religion, as witness
Dante or Eliot; politics, as witness, once more, the Jewish prophets,

Dante, Dryden, Shelley, Yeats, Mayakovsky; and so on. It is, however,

quite difficult to find theoretical backing in poetics in support of older
propagandistic poetry. The principle of Horace and Boileau, a u t
prod esse a u t d el ectare, which persisted all the wayto
the didactic stand of the Victorians, has so weakly permeated philo-
sophical or aesthetic or, in general. theoretical principles that it cannot
serve as a suitable apologia of propagandistic poetry.

Iæt us conclude our consideration of Islamic criticism here and try to
discover the historical juncture at which literary criticism the next time
started to follow new guiding stars. In order to give the ideas embodied in
Islamic theory perspective, of the kind we ourselves can understand
easily. let us move over to Western European culture. As an additional
reason for this move, rve might mention the fact that the concepts of
imitation reached Western Europe for the first time through translations
done from the Arabic. The criticism of the Renaissance was not very
original; in the matter of originality, it cannot be compared with Arabic
criticism. It followed in the main two principles inherited from
antiquity: the vulgarized Aristotelian principle that poetry and drama
depict human behavior in the form of stereotypes; and the Hellenistic
principle that the purpose of literary activity is imitation, though not in
the Aristotelian sense or as conceived by $ãzim, but as the imitation of
the style and works of canonized classical authors. These principles of
Renaissance poetics became mixed, however, with a third principle of
considerable potenby - the Neoplatonic conception of the artist who is
capable of creating something new, in the manner of the Creator, the
artist who can also reach out for true ideas. As a fourth leading theme of
Renaissance literary theory, we might single out the defense of the speech
of the common people undertaken in many tracts written by, among
others, Dante, Du Bellay and Philip Sidney. In Eastern Europe, such
apologias continued to be published until the lgth century.

A particularly barren period in the history of imitation was marked by
the controversy waged in'the l6th and into the 17th century: the
controversy did not involve the question of how or what to imitate;
nobody thought to inquire into the meaning of imitation as defined by
Plato. Aristotle, Plotinus or Hãzim; the controversy centered on whích
otte ol the classics of Antiquity should be imitated. The hottest dispute
raged over the matter of whether Cicero should be nominated as the one
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¿rnd only worthy model or whether the stamp of approval should also be
placed on st¡ch writers as Saltust, Livy and Seneca. This shows to what a
Iow level the literary theoretical debate fell after the Islamic criticism.

Lorenzo Valla represented enlightened. eclectic Ciceronism in his
u'trrk'De Elegantiii Linguae Latinae' ll4y',4). The same issue was argued
by Pietro Bembo, Poliziano and Gianfranco Pico della Mirandola.
ne¡rhew of the celebrated Giovanni. In the sphere of poetry. Vida (1527)

and Scaliger (1561) canonized Virgil as the sole acceptable paragon of
poetry. It is quite remarkable that the Renaissance. which was

innovative. newly creative in nearly every sphere, was incapable of
producing a single original idea in the theoty of literature. Fracastaro
(Naugerius. sive de Poetica Dialogus, 1555) confounds the concepts of
Aristotle and Plato, holding up Platonic ideas as Aristotelian universals.
Scaliger (1561) recommends imitation of Virgil because he understood
him to be Neoplatonic: he asserted. that is, that Virgil had created
another Nature, one superior to the first. for which reâson he should be

imitated. Although Aristotle's'Poetics'was brought out at the beginning
of the l6th century, theoreticians did not comprehend - any more than
had the Arabic theoreticians before them - what the universals of
Aristotle were that poetry was supposed to imitate. After the end of the
l6th century, the very word 'imitation' began to be held up in horror as

some sort of synonym for 'aping'. This was not, however. true of the best
thinkers of the times, namely. Goethe and Coleridge. ln their thinking,
the ideas of Aristotte once more. after a hiatus of 2000 years, began to
take shape as originally intended. but at the same time in quite a new
guise, which was influenced by, among other things, a heightened sense

of self, the self and the world. the self as opposed to all the rest of
humanity, as brought ibrth by romanticism.

2. Goethe, Coleridge qnd the myth qfWestern Man's
nearrress to Nature

In the lirst chapter of our study. we examined the primary symbols of
Middle-Eastern literary criticism and European criticism and found
them to be different. To the Gothic church builder. there was no gilded
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cupola. as in a basilica or mosque. between earth and sky: the vault of
the Gothic cathedral soared almost out of sight. rising to heaven. Faust's
password to reach the secrets of Nature was the command 'Es werde',

directed at his own work and which might be rendered to mean, rl-et my
will be clone¡. The secrets of Nature and life would remain forever in the
clark unless they rvere brought into the light by the artist or the scholar.

The acsthetic ideas of the Faustian person are marked by an
awarencss of his artistic self, a self that is clearly differentiated from
given conceptions. The ego of the artist is a powerful factor in the
aesthetic thinking of Coethe and Coleridge.

Is the relation of Western aesthetics and literary criticism to Nature a

direct one. then. as our first study and the studies of Hellmut Ritter
would seem to show? In the following, we shall not undertake to write a
full history on imitation of the natural world in European aesthetics. We
shall take up for examination only a couple of examples typifying our
thenle and our thesis. One is the lhther of Faustian man, Goethe. There
has been no lack of disciples of Goethe to this day. The roots of the
theories held by one of the most celebrated of these disciples. Oswald
Spengler. are - according to his own report - deep in the dark jungle of
Goethe's diaries and maxims. The other example is Coleridge, whose

ideas on the frne-fibered ties between nature and poetry are still in our
day quite as much alive in the English-speaking world as Goethe's are in
Germany.

If one considers the 2500-year-old problem-field of aesthetics and
should like to express oneself in terms of concepts taken from it, the
mythical ingress of this chapter might be restated as follows: the
question that has ffoubled people the most. perhaps, is what the word
'imitation'. first úsed in antiquity. means. The problem involves the
eternal struggle between subjectivism and objectivism. We here try to
concentrate on the objectivists, or rather on a synthesis of both views,
presented by Goethe and Coleridge. Aristotle's 'Poetics' was republished
in the l6th century, and it became the theoretical guide of French
classicisrn. ln the works of Schiller. Goethe and Schelling, the ideas on
imitation attained a certain culmination. As transmitted by Coleridge,
the discussion on imitation has continued as a central problem even in
the New Criticism. ln the mind of John Crowe Ransom, imitation is the
same as the production of verbal icons. The New Criticism has regarded
imitation as of great significance in. for example, the study of metaphors.
Ernst Cassirer and Suzanne Langer assert that metaphors (or myths or
Ransom's icons - atl these terms being used) are at best realizations of
archetypes. and they fulfill one of Coleridge's gteat hopes - the hope
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that there might be found a meeting place tbr the objects of the external

world and the words of the conceptual world. According to cassirer.

objectsandwordsuniteinamyth(Langer.s'metaphor')thatbringsto
tiuition the archetypes of humanity: myths (or metaphors) are

nronìentar.y d ivinities'.

Anglo-Saxonliteraryscholarshipfocussedoncriticismhasthusmad'
much-of imitation. The more theoietical Germans. who have contributctl

great figures to the field of aesthetics. have represented th€ same matter

ã, th" g"utf separating subjectivism from objectivism' Do the phenomena

that we behold as beaitiful possess their agreeable properties in

thenrselves or are these proþerties bestowed upon the natural

phenonrena by us?
'thc questio; of the Western writer's relation to nature is not' in fact'

as broacl as ir rrright seem. It is circumscribed by the old afore-mentioned

¡rr.blenrs of imiiation. subjectivisnt and objectivism, It also borders on

the cpisrcnrological basis of;aesthetics and in epistemology' t99' on quite

u 
"entrol 

qu"Jiou, How is knowtedge of the external world possible?

In the tollowing pages. we shall try to establish Goethe as the most

¡nìporta¡¡t and tlpicat exponent of inritation in the modern age'

Coirsiderablc space shatl therefore be devoted to different views on

Grlethe.
ln his theorizing on the relationship between artist and nature. Goethe

is still accorded - perhaps because of his very inscrutableness -
positivcly nrythologica¡ esteem. 'Through him we se€ roots and tree

sinlultarieourty." Wtit"rr deviating t'rom Goethe. like Graham Greene

ancl Fra¡rz. KatÌa. have. as if denying their own professional character.

seen in Faustian man the myth of lheirown history. the primeval fhther

ol'Western nran. lt is as if thesc writers. against their will. were admitting

ttre Faustian hcro to be mightier than they themselves. what then is this

hero? Like Eastern nran. hi. too. strives t'or the intìnite. but he finds the

infìnite by travelling into the frrrite in every direction. Dante's epos ends

in paraclise. but the happiness of the Faustian hero lies in a balance

tretween earthly joy and Paradise. He governs equally well both the

instinctless chili of the rationalist and the ecstasy of mysteries. and as an

inventive t'ellow has found a comfortable lr/ay to live on the paper-thin

surface that separates the cosnric frost fronr the flames contained by the

earth's crust.
ln his theories. Goethe has keenly and profoundly studied the relation

of art to nature. The very word 'nature' in this connection has much to

say. If we substitute tbr it the words'external world', we take a step at the
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same time toward abstraction. The word 'nature' as used by Goethe has
a specihc meaning. It represents the external world, which has been
viewed as mysterious, organic, with laws not yet explained and with
wonders not yet described. lts essence, including the forms, colors and
governing natural laws, has already, however, been comprehended.

The question of the foundations of Goethe's aesthetics has been,dealt
with in countless literary and philosophical works, which, in fact,
amount to an entire library. A pleasant over-all review of this literature is
given by, for example. Kindermann's work 'Das Goethebild des XX
Jahrhunderts'.

In the ranks of interpreters of Goethe, we can find many major frgures
of our own century, including Croce, Thomas Mann, Bluard Spranger,
Georg Lukács, Wilhelm Dilthey. Ernst Cassirer, Ortega y Gasset, Albert
Schweitzer and others. The Dutch author Nico Rost has even produced a
study entitled 'Goethe in Dachau'. which seeks to ascertain what was left
of Goethe's ideal on humanity in the concentration camps of the Nazi
era.

No wonder George Bernard Shaw was prompted to pen the following
lines:

rWho dares write about Goethe?
lnsects will buzz around the colossus, but not I.
I take my hat off and hold my tongue.r

It is actually possible to find a certain special philosophy in the works
of Goethe scholars. a philosophy with features of its own, humanism,
admiration of dynamic nature - whatever it might be -, the witnessing
of natural laws as pblarities. and so on. Eduard Spranger illuminates the
well-known line about the West-Ostlicher Divan, rHöchstes Glück der
Erdenkinder sei nur die Persönlichkeitr, by noting the inevitable
similarity and affinity between the two sexes. rOnly with the two
combined can the personality of each survive. Alone, neither can
continue to exist,r Many learned men have expressed their views on
Goethe's morphology and symbolism. Willoughby wrote a study on
Faust as an rorganization ofJifer. The Dutch scholar H. J. Pos published
a paper on Goethe's theory of knowledge. The American scholar E
Jockers investigated certain of the categories typical of Goethe's mode of
thought: shape, type, original phenomenon, form-shaping force,
polarity. development, invigoration (Steigerung). All of these erc
examples of the Goethean concept of metamorphosis, and each of
them is dealt rvith thoroughly. Also Friedrich ÌV'aaser has studied
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Goelhe's ù()ncept of 'organism' - not as a mobile but as a

lirrnr- prcd ucing fbrce.
Onå ot'rhe niost brilliant ot'(ìoethe scholars has been Karl Viëtor. on

the strength of his,'Goethe. Dichtung - Wissenschaft - Weltbild'' As

regarcls õoethe's aesthetics. Viëtor has some weighty things to say' The

lr"ìit ¡ro.t, of his book are. as hacl otlcn been the case earlier' the

quot;tions lion¡ Goethe. ,Beauty is the manifestation of secret laws of

rrature. u'hich. hacl they not made their appearance within ourselves

would have remained t'n."u", hidden'' Drawing on an inner vision

signilìcs to Gt¡ethe only a nrannerism: 'Reality must provide the impetus

uÀ¿ tn. subject., 'l'o be sure. he also expresses quite, the opposite

vieu'poinl: .úad I not possessed the world within myself as an idea' I

sltottlcl havc been blind with seeing cyes''

Here is a signilicanr citation passed on by Viëtor: 'To become

unclerstanclable. arl utilizes manifestations of reality f'amiliar to us, but it

nrakes usc ()f thenr likesymbols. in which art reveals its own purposes.r

witlr respect t() the nìeans at his disposal. the artist is therefore bound to

nature. but at the sanre time he has made himself master of nature: 'ln
tãct. all that nature ofï'ers us is only material, raw stuff; it is we who

make of ir something with sense and meaning; it is we who make reality

significant. There isìo such thing as passive observation: experience we

¡ri,.1t,"" rrtlrselves..' No portrait is worth a thing until the artist has' in

the Ûuest sense of the word. created it''
All this appears to be perfect; it is as if nature's own forces had

combined to cfeate the moit suitable domicile for all human beings' But

something is nevertheless lacking. unless one is willing to settle for an

easily torind existence. The impression cannot be avoided that the

Gc,eihe scholars t'ornr a sotitary group in the reality of the present. The

ideal ol'hunranity appears to be thrust aside by the tbrce of the explosion

of knowleclge. *úi"ú detìes the laws ol'hunranity. Their spirituality is real

but pallid.
Gocthe's aesthetics crtncentrated on the basic vicw that the activity of

natul'e and the cteative activity of nlan arc as one' 'Ihe work of the artist

and the scientist is nol passive perception' Seeing and awareness are

act¡ve proeesses: they add sonlething to nature' that is' the part of nature

procluc:ed by thinking. withort which part one cannot speak of the whole

reality. The scientisi adds tt> perccption his thought and the result is

knt,r ieclge of laws that were originally secret. constituting an

u¡rti¡.mulated nrass. laws that without him would not even exist. These

inrages. these nrattcrs of' knowlcdge. together with perception' are

ncecLd bet'ore reality as a wlrole can exist. The task of thought, therel'ore.

rs to tirrnrulate rcality as a total entity'
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Such are the basic ideas of Goethe's aesthetics, and they are to be
found in almost all the works deali¡rg with Goethe's aesthetics (e.g..
Koch. Viëtor, Wellek).

René wellek is one of the most prominent names in contemporary
literary scholarship. þis 'History of Modern criticism lTso-lgso' is
destined to be the basic work in the fìeld for a long time to come. In it he
observes that Goethe's thoughts on literary criticism have by no means
been studied sufficiently. but wellek's own attitude toward the great
German betrays considerable reserve. He presents Goethe's aesthetics
with this quotation: rThe artist must learn from nature, he must create a
second nature.) Which prompts Wellek to inquire: rBut how, may we
ask. can the poet create according to the laws of nature? Does it ¡nean
nrore than postulating the old Platonic idea?¡ (wellek. pp. 20g-209).

we shall directly see one possibility whereby the poet can create
iaccording to the laws of naturer. This seems to be a question that quite
particularly preoccupies wellek in his aforenrentioned history. His fìnal
question concerning Goethe is repeated several times: rHe achieved a
delicate balance. which may seenr to us precarious and irretrievable,
(Wellek. p.22il.

Such a delicate balance is not. perhaps. altogether impossible to
aclrieve anew.

l'o quote Rudolf Steiner is surely to risk the charge of having
performed a scholarly fiasco. At any rate, in the field of scholarship
dealing with Goethe, Steiner has made certain contributions that can
bear to be cited on a critical and even academic level. steiner started out
as a regular ¡lhilosopher with the requisite university training, and it was
only later in his career that he emerged as a pontiff in a sectarian
theosophist movement. The impressive works of his youth appear as if
wrapped in the cloak of the ancient witch doctor of Dornach. It is a
pity that no description of his youthful phitosophical output can be
found in even the most exhaustive reference works on philosóphy. In his
youth. steiner built on a basis fortified by Goethe's thinking. In some
respects moving along simple lines, his works supply an acceptable
theory of Goethe's philosophy. It is my feeling that something ol t,igh
value has been thrust aside because of ignorance. bias and the exclusive
attention paid to his colossal obscurantism, The work I am citing in this
connection is 'Truth and Knowledge', which steiner wrote in lggl at
Rostock university as his doctoral thesis. It is to be believed that the
requirement of rigid academic clarity has. for once, yielded a positive
result. And. for once. at least, steiner was made to write in a gãnerally
intelligible way.
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l¡r the lbllowing pages, we shall pay more attention to the theory of
knowledge than to aesthetics. we shall therefore borrow a couple of
sentencei t'rom Karl Viëtor's work on Goethe to show at what point

Goethe makes the transition from aesthetics to epistemologl:
rlnr Grunde ist alles. was wir sinnlich wahrnehmen. nur rohes

Material tiir uns; wir machen daraus erst etwas. was Sinn und

Bedeutung hat. und machen uns durch die Wirklichkeit erst

verständlich. Es gibt kein passives Gewahrwerden, jede Erfahrung wird

von uns produziert. das gilt besonders für den Künstler.r
Arou¡rã these thoughts of Viëtor turns the entire work 'Truth and

Knowledge'.
The 'Coethean' epistemotogy presented by Steiner is set into motion

by criticisnr of Kant's theory of knowledge. Kant's a p r i o r i
postulates have probably already aged olherrvise, too; Steiner's criticism
would thus not have been required for that. But Steiner's epistemology

possesses the sanre propefty as Kant's. namely, simplicity. Characteristic

is the rather exacting title of one of Kant's contributions to the theory of
knowtedge: 'Prolegomena zu einer jeden künftigen Metaphysik die als

Wissenschaft wird auftreten können.' Somewhat the same opinion of
Kant was held by Schopenhauer. who wrote of Kant's a p r i o r i
judgnrents that they would be preserved as the foundation ofphilosophy
f'or a thousand years.

Intended f'or eternity. these judgments of Kant's crumble. however. in

a rather simple way. Steiner desi¡es to establish on the basis of Goethe's

ideas an ,epistemology without assumptionsr.
Accordingly. of the three postulates of his epistemology. the first calls

t'or the rejection of all knowledge from the 'world-picture' and the

lrolding as given a world-content lacking in all connections. unarranged

in detail.
r... An e¡ristenrological investigation must begin by rejecting existing

knowledge., This is the lirst postulate. tBelbre our conceptual activity

begins. the world-picture contains neither substance. quality nor cause

and efl'ect; distinctions between matter and spirit, body and soul, do not
yet exist. Furthermore. any other predicate must also be excluded from

the world-picture at this stage. The picture can be considered neither as

reality nor as appearance. neither subjective nor objective. neither as

chance nor as necessity... Error is wholly excluded only by saying: I
eliminate from my world-picture all conceptual definitions arrived at

through cognition and retain only what entefs my field of observation

without any activity on my part. When on principle I refrain from

nraking any statement. I cannot make a mistake...r
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,lllusions and hallucinations too, at this stage are equal to the rest of
the world-content. For their relation to other perceptions can be revealed
only through observation based on cognition.r

'l-he second nrain point in the Steinerian-Goethean theory of
knowledge consists in the postulate: rln the sphere of the given there
rnust be sonrething in relation to which our activity does ¡rot hover in
emptiness. but where the content of the world itself enters this activity.r
This something is the thinking activity itself.

It is a ,characteristic f'eature of all the rest of our world-picture that it
must be given it we are to experience it. rThe only case in which the
opposite occurs is that of concepts and ideas: these v,e must produce if
we ure lo experieilce them,>

The thircl postulate is exprcssed in the tbllowing:
We n¡ust realize that the part that we separated from the given, in

spite of our postulate and in addition to it, is in necessary connection
with the world-content. 'l'hus is the next step in the theory of knowledge
taken. lt restores the unity that was broken in order to make cognition
possible. The act of restoration consists of t h i n k in g of theworld
as given. In the thinking examination of the world, actual union of the
two parts of the world-content is brought about: rthe part we survey as
given on the horizon of our experience, and the part which has to be
produced in tlre act of cognition before that can be given also.r

Thinking is therefore truly an activity that mediates (creates)
knowledge. rlt is only when thinking arranges the world-picture by
means of its own activity that knowledge can come about.r Thinking has
to approach something given and transform its chaotic relationship with
the world-picture into a systematic one. 'fhis means that thinking
approaches the given world-co¡rtent as an organizing principle.

Kant's a priori judgments are fundamentâlly not cognition,
according to "fruth and Knowledge'. but only postulates. In the Kantian
sense, one can always simply say: rlf a thing is to be the object of any
kind of experience, then it must conf'orm tocertain laws.r A p r i o r i
judgrnents are thus conditions that the subject imposes on objects. lt is
nevertheless clear that if we are to attain knowledge of the given. then it
nrust be derived. not from the subject. but from the object.

'Ihinkingreveals nothing á p ti o r i about thegiven; but itdoes
provide the forms on the basis of which the conformity to law of the
phenomena becomes a p o s t e r i o r i apparent.

'A true law of nature is simply the expression of a connection within
the given world-picture, and it exists as little without the facts it governs
as the thcts exist without the law.r

t..
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'l'he given world-picture becomes complete only in the indirectly.given

tìrr,',, pinclucea Uy itrinting. 'Thc immediate aspect of the world-picture

."u"ol, itsell' as quite incomplete to begin with'"

ll.thethouglìt.content*ereunitedwiththcgivenfronl.thebegirrning.
rro crrgnitiott i'otrlcl exist. And no necd to go beyond the given would ever

arisc' 
ins through cognititu' with

It is only irl the tìrrnt the u'olld'content attal

both as¡æcts ol' ir joinecl togetlter. that it.can be called a reality'

We rnight perha¡rs ou.r"l"u", acld to this as Steiner's criticisnt the

fourth ¡roìiulaìe ol hi, th"nry of knowledge: There exists some active part

of thc u'orld'content that pr.''dut'es thought' Steiner evidently means by

this solrle kincl ol'self. ego' somc subject acting on the power ol'its own

u'ill (altlrotrgh he clocs not speak ol' it in his book)'
'l'his therel'ore is the eiistemological background of Goethe's

aestheticsaccorclingtoSteiner.anditmustbeconcededthatitisquite
original - sonrething that cannot be said tbr many other attempts to

e"¡ît"in tlre relation bãtwee¡r subject and object in art' I am thinking here

of the abstract com¡rlexity thal characterizes' f'or example' the work

'Aesthetics in the Moderir World' (t¡ndon 1968)' This work reflects

various aesthetic viewpoints of our time; several of the essays contained

in it are interesting, but applicable to many is Richard Wollheim's state-

n,"ni, ,fn. Breat;iftìcuùy in uny modern book of aesthetics is to find

anything to criticize' por Uy and large what is not unintelligible is

truisnr.r
The tbllowing citations from Goethe bind the main theme of ours in

the foregoing Jpistemological part of this. paper' to wit: Wlat. is the

w"r,"rn-p*î,, rel"tion to-reality? The citations are from a collection put

tcgetherbySteiner.whoalsoadclsconlmentsofhisownthatlfeeltobe
quite to the Point.

The following retìcction brings to ¡nind Coleridge's wish to see word

and natural phenomenon unite' In our own time' Ernst Cassirer and

Suz.anne Langer. to be sure, contend that this has already happened'

Cassirer in myth and Langer in mctaphors' We see that the ideas of

Goethe ancl (loleridgc tñus continue to be sustaining fbrces in

contemlx)rarY criticism'-";w;å 
and depiction are correlatives which tbrever seek each other, as

we can observe tionr the use of metaphors' Thus he whose ear has heard

,pe*"t, or song t-rom within must cait upon the eye fbr assistance' If we

lookatthechildhotldofmankind.wewillnotehowinlawsandinthe
HolyBiblewordandctepictionalwavsbalanceeachtrther,(Goethe).
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Steiner's comment to this: rDepiction reveals phenomena of the
objective world - not bare. however, but provided with the additional
element of imagination.r

rPoetry points to the secrets of nature and seeks to expose them
through pictures. Philosophy points to the secrets of the mind and seeks

to lay them bare with wordsr (Goethe).

Steiner's conrment: ,Elsewhere. Goethc has written: 'Poetry: unripe
philosophy. Poetry: ripe nature. Philosophy: ripe reason.'r To this
comnìent nright be adcted the New Criticism's concept of so-called
Platonic poetry. in which the abundance and power metaphors have been
thinnecl down with the philosophy contained in poetry. Poetry belongs to
the serrses ancl inragination, not reason.

,A nrannerism is misguided idealismr (Goethe). Steiner's comment: rA
nrannered presentation involves dealing with a phenonrenon in such a
u'ay that the phenomenon has not been sufficiently taken into account,
but rather has the writer paid attention to himself in a way alien to the
phenomenon itself., Is the poetry of the Middle East more mannered
than the poetry of the West? The poetry of the Arabs long continued to
depict the abandoned campsites of pagan Arabic poetry, along with the
standard themes of the poets of pagan times. although it had not been
witness to them. The poetry in the Urdu language of the Muslims of
India drew on Persian reality, which was alien to the Indian scene. The
poetry of the Middle Eas fulfilled its own aesthetics, which differed from
that of the West. herein presented. Nowadays, it is true, all the Eastern
nations pursue some aesthetic ideal borrowed from Europe. Thereby has
come about Toynbee's conception of European culture's becoming the
whole world's culture.

rClassicism is healthy, romanticism morbidr (Goethe). Steiner's
co¡ìrment: ,The ronranticist sees how natural phenomena are governed
by natural laws but is incapable of seizing upon what he sees and
carrying the conformity to law to perfection. He realizes how far reality is
f'ronr this perfection. While the humorist is above the ideal-perfect and
reality, the romanticist perceives in particular the imperfection of reality
and its f'ailings. This sense comes from a feeling of weakness. which is
unable to see or realize perfection behind the imperfect. The classicist
sees behind imperfection'the idea of perfection and proceeds to develop
this germ. Ovid strives to see his happiness in misfortune.r Steiner's
comment gives sense and extra content to Goethe's concept of the
'morbid' and the 'healthy' in art. which in the view of Wellek and -why not? - othe¡ people of our day is so limited. unless positively Nazist
in its implications. The words 'morbid' and 'healthy' are not, therefore,

t_
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literary judgments but are intended to represent the relation of different
literary tre¡rds to the external world although the words chosen by
Goethe suit these trends rather badly. We are glad to accept this
interpretation. although Goethe did sometimes mistteat his romantic
r:orìtempor¿rries. This he was perhaps apt to do quite apart from his
theories. 'l'urning to the Eastern countries. we observe that romanticisnl
<lid nrlt írpt)car in this Gocthcan scnsc whatsoever in classical Persian

poetry, although Sacl¿ t,laf,isí(copying Western models) has found such a

¡rhase in Persian literature. At most, romanticisnr would be represented
try the decacles of the 1930s and 1940s (Hedayat. Chubak). Classical
Persian poctry - if we think of literary periods as totatities ancl do not

seek individual names - always perfected the reality it beheld; it was

truly classical according to this definition of Goethe's. We do not meel
'¡uorbid' geniuses in classical Persian poetry.

'Just as soon as subjective poetry was granted its license at the expense

ol'lhe objective, tlre representarional - it could not be otherwise. for
then woul<i rve be obliged to reject all of ntodern literature -, we could
gucss ahcad ot'tinre that the trcnd would produce true poetic geniuses

n'ho w<¡uld totally direct themselves toward the depiction of the internal
world insteacl of the great events of the world at large. This has at the
nronìent becn brought to pass to the extent that there exists poetry
without metaphorsr (Goethe). Here again Goethe really mitigates the
disparity between morbid and healthy poetry. Steiner's comment:

'Sclrillcr clescribes the difference between naive and sentimental poetry
as lbllows: The naive poet is internally thmiliar with natural phenomena
a¡rd thc sccrcts of nature and brings this out directly in his works. The
sentinrcntal poet has beconre alienated liom nature and his output is an
ex¡rression of his yearning for nature. This alienation is due to the facl
tlrat a sentinrental person cares ¡nore fbr internal and a naive person

rrrore for external litb. DilÏculties are created fbr the sentimental person
in lirrnrulating lris inner experiences: to the naive poet. this is easy - he

represents his outer lif'e nreta¡rholically. His lelationship with nature is
suclr as to enatrle him always to project his inragination in the form of
perceivable mental inrages. The sentinrental person must first seek the
nretaplrors .l'or nrental inrages dif'fìcult to represent.' This is like a

conrmentar.y on H. Ritter's work 'Ûber die Bildersprache Ni7âm-is'. If in
lieu of the word 'sentinlental' we use the word 'lslamic'and tbr'naive' we

sutrstitute 'Wester¡'¡'. this co¡nrnent of Steiner's would crystallize the
rrrain thought containecl in Ritter's paper as regards the differences
l¡etween lslamic a¡rd Western poetry. These difiÞrences should not. to be
sure. be taken categorically. The early poetry of Persia. roughly up to
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Ferdousi's'Book of Kings', was also realistic, naive, dynamic, or however
else it might be designated. The same might be said of Arabic poetry up
to Abbasid times. It should be borne in mi¡rd, however, that from the
very beginning both Persian and Arabic poetry (Fticf. Eberman) held a

strong in-built potential for the ornamental, a potential that was then
realized. too. On the other hand. therc are many periods in European
literature when contplicated and 'arabesque' taste prevailed. There were
artif-tcial literary languages already in the childhood of European
literature (e.g., Arnaut Daniel), as Shklovski has shown. Baroque and
modern poetry are two other examples. They ought not to be held, how-
ever. as the original invention of European poetry, as represented by
Goethe and Coleridge.

The tbllowing nraxim speaks also in favor of the kind of imitation that
co¡ries nature. not other poets. No demand t'or such imitation is to be
tbund in Islanric aesthetics, with perhaps the exception of $âzim, who is
singlcd out by Heinrichs as the sole Islantic critic to comprehend the
conccpt of 'ninresis' in Aristotle's poetics.

,lt is lar hatder to learn t'rom models than front naturer (Goethe).
Steiner's conrment: rCreative production must be based on individual
splititual strength. 'l'he uncreative, who is incapable of perceiving
pert'ection behind natural phenomena. cannot find that perfection in
literary models, either.r

We have seen that Goethe expressed in a fairly cognitive form in the
aphorisms quoted the basic outlook of Western literature. When this is
placed in relation to what has been stated here about Eastern literary
criticism. a perspective develops that reveals the difference between the
outlooks of poets representing different cultural spheres. This
perspective, preciSely because it shows the disparities, might serve
to generate an aspiration toward a united view in the hope that the
ultimate goal of UNESCO's East and West Program could be brought
closer: it need not be as a poet said. rEast is East, West is West, and
never the twain shall meet.,

t

Il is strange but the best propagandist of the primal symbols of
European criticism. rEs werder and rquest for infinityr, is no longer
Goethe. let alone Steiner. No. he is Samuel Taylor Coleridge. the

IL-
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Errglish poet ol' the early 180{Js' along. with one of his present-day

<liscovcrcrs. l. A. Richaiå;' ;;t ln p'vtnãtogicallv explainin'g'Coleridge's

trreo'ies co.ìes,n "*u",f,',n; 
t;;; l"""t::t"ta :-qt"t*9- :l':*:i:l]

larrguage. as Stci0er ttt*tfy bef'ore him' The Coleridge renaissance ls

actually qtritc a li r"i";;i;;;hcnontenon' l¡r his own dav' Coleridge was

al tintcs sht¡¡rnecl on ut"Juì.'t of his ecccntric ways' The nrore proper

Worclsuortll - as gencrally viewed bY his c-ontelrrporaries - rose above

Colericlgc in spite .i'tn; lutt"''' youthful l'ame as a poet' Once'

considerably after the 'ì"i" pìttã" ttt"^w-asworths were visited at

their home in Newmarkl'ïv'õor"ri¿ge. Characteristic of the bourgeois

¡'cactior¡ was the n,o'uL tl"år ot' the Wordswortlrs upon beholcting thc

tlc¡rravcd st¿¡rc irìto ,nir¡"i rt .i, tiiend had tìrllcn. otherwise. colericlge

spcrtl ¿r rlrajol part t.lr r'ti' ii"*i ttying to brcak his opiurn addiction' Mtrch

ol' ltis sclrolarship nas be"n t*nã to be translated directly fionr the

$orks of Sch"rring. Ïtat"i;;;t;;J"y althority on literarv- cliticism René

Wcllek observes, no' u ilitt" '"ptou"hfully' 
that theft of this kind cannol

be shlttggccl ,,tf ar; nJs t'e*n Aon" in the English literary sphere' lbr at

stake is thc issuc clt'i"ùift"'ual honesty' To this it might be said that

there is many a ¡.ino'oi-;iir"n.. good 
"nd 

u"¿, great and worthy. petty

and nrischievous'
How can it be possible that such a morally dubious person and

litcrary tltiel'c¿¡n n""t t;;;";;t¡r'ound.bearing upon not only the subject

ol.this ¡raper but also tie whoie ol' Anglo-Saxoì criticism in our century?

'fhe secrct probably lies in the tãct that' in spite of his borrowings'

Ctrleri<lge<lidrisetothecreativelevel:hecreatednewtotalitiesguidedby
his ow¡¡ theory tf til'i;tp;ont J¡t"t"nte.between imagination and the

kincl ol tancy that ;;i"iy ;;tbined old ingredients' Moreover' the

Errglish s¡ririt irr it' 
"ntfiti"uf 

quality i1 s9 t'ar removed fïom the German

that even merely th"';;;;ì"it t'un'l"tiot' of Schelling's ideas into the

language of tt" "tpi-ti";i;J 
practical English thought constitutes in

sonre degree u "'"'iin" 
act' ihis act blãzes all the broader trail

corrsiclcring that thcïngc ol'its int]1¡nt^1 nowadays extencls over other

p:rlts ol Euro¡le "' 
**li'ïttf forving World War ll' with thc silencing of

the German uoi". ln irr" tìeld of aãsthetics and literary criticism and the

shitling' of the ";;;;l--ut: 
g'uuity in 

-the 
new theoriz'ing to the

English-spearting nuìioì'' *" ñuu" utt' in fu"t' changed' It nright be said

that the ¡¡"* Ctiiùi* has Anglicizccl the German idealism and

accordingly "..u¿t 
càì"'iåg";' noi"tilte only one still capable of reaching

uslìrl¡uthcage<lfi<lealis¡rr.Hcreweco¡lrctoaccrtainimportantl.eature'
Colericlge *ul; u p'nJt'ci ol' iclcalisltr and yet at the same tinre easily fìts

into our empirical aià r.at¡.,nut period. colericlge succeeded in achieving
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a certain universal validity independent of the element of time with his
ideas, and this is also one criterion of his genius.

In Coleridge's mind, poetry is generated by the magical ability he calls
imagination. Imagination is a divine force, for a poet creates in the same
way as the Creator. At the instant of action inspired by the imagination.
there are joined (in the imagination) the subject - the creative ego -and the object - ¡rature. 'l'he secret laws of nature make their
appeara¡rce only in the imagination, and not in nature itself as seen with
ordinary eyes (Biographia Literaria. l817). As these laws are revealed at
the visionary instant. therefore, a union takes place of the subject, the
inraginative self. and the object, nature. which only in nran beconres
arvare of its own laws. 'l'he inragination is stimulated by the tension
bctu,eer¡ various antitheses. which seeks relaxation in a new entity. Here
wc lìnd Coleridge's connection with the holistic psychology of our own
clay.

Following in the wake of the post-Kantian philosophers. notably
Schelling and A. W. Schlegel, Coleridge sets up imagination as the
antithesis of nrechanically operating fancy. Fancy combines and gathers
nìatters without the addition of creativeness: imagination, again. is

described by Coleridge in the same terms as a growing plant is

described. A plant represents a process that organizes itselfby itself; and
that process is capable of assimilating diverse and even ostensibly
incongruous ingredients. It possesses a law-bound organic unity that
manif'ests itself rin the reconciliation of opposite or discordant qualities:
of sameness with dit'l'erence. of the general with the concrete, the idea
with the imager. Coleridge thus inaugurated the organic theory of poetry
in England as well as the aesthetic principle of inclusiveness. which, in
the t'orm of irony'. 'tension'. 'reconciliation of diverse impulses' or a
'pattern of resolved stresses' has in our century become both the basic
conception of poetic unity and the prime criterion of poetic excellence in
l. A. Richards and a number of the New Critics.

To Coleridge as to Goethe. no phenomenon or law had been given
ready made. Ready-made was only the confused, undifferentiated mass
of phenomena and sensations in which hallucinations cannot be
distinguished lronr reality, in which the color of the grass or the sunlight
does not reveal whether it is iummer or winter. in which a tree does not
grow or spread out its branches but is merely a figure on a chart turned
upside down. The sounds and colors of a city and the busy traffic of
streets are just peculiar. frightening movement, in which nothing can be
distinguished from anything else. lf we can know that a coach will stop at

-a corner. it is to know a good deal. lf we know the style of the
architecture on a street. it is to know infinitely more. The next stage is
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the knowledge of an artist: he knows how to combine the multifarious

sounds ancl the motley scenes of a commonplace street into a total

concept to astonish others.

All awareness is activity. That afore-described 'given' world begins to

gainsensiblemotiononlywhenwebegintoattachideastoit.Whenwe
ä*anrine the world like an upside-down map and ¡¡s¡ 51¿1s' rThat

pattcrn represents a procession. which at the next streetcorner turns left

and approaches a cemeterY.'we shatt have alreadyattached to the given

n.,u1, u Ëollection of our own ideas. ideas associated with a network of city

streets and ethnographic customs. lf we say, rThat figure is a tree'' we

shall have joined io the gi"en the ideas of leaves. growth' age' time' and

so on. this is explaining the secrets of nature or the given -
however one rnight wish tolut it - in a simple way' The physicist who

nleasures the temperatur" of tpu." at his desk does the same' if just at a

lrigher level,
"one 

nright know ethnographic customs. networks of streets and roads.

one nrighî possess uounäleis learning in these matters and still be

lacking in imagination in the sense meant by Coleridge' In an

afterdìíne*p""ãh, Coleridge remarked about the learned men he had

ntet: on the fãrehead ofmost ofthem can be read the sign. rStorehouse

to letr. Imagination is not the ability to combine and summarize matters

knorvn befóre. as is fancy. It is the ability to create new entities.

lmagination brings together extremes; it sees beauty in the carcass of a

horsle. polarity wñere oth"tr see only diversity. paradoxes where others

see merely words.
Coleridie. if anybody. must have understood at'afeness of the world

as an acti; f'unction with especial intensity. For he had experienced dark

years without the joy of awareness. years that were spent in bitter

struggte not so much tbr bread as against specifically that depressing

inrmliitity which underlay his use of opium. For him the months of

awareness and appreciation meant intense activity. when he took some

matter up f'or considcration, it meant for him rebirth or holy communion

with the eternal laws of nature.

Steiner had understood Goethe's challenge as a philosophical and

e¡ristentological problenr. but l. A. Richards approached it as a

psychological and physiological problem. In his work 'coleridge on

imaginatìon'. I. A. Richards takes the position that we must become

,awâfe of our awafenessr. In general. the observation might be made of

l. A. Richards' work that - contrary to coleridge's own thinking - it

antounts to an apotheosis ofintrospection and by no means ofthe study

of nature. Psychologizing somewhat less and connecting Coleridge's
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ideas more broadly with aesthetics and philosophy, the English
philosopher Braithwaite produced his 'Coleridge's Philosophy of
Literature'.

On the principal elements of Coleridge's theory of knowledge is the
connectivity of subject and object. The subject is a perceiving 'I'. the
object here likewise a perceiving 'l' when it forms perceptions. In
tbrnring perceptions, it partakes of holy communion with the dynamic
laws of nature. As Coleridge understands it, 'knowing' is an exceedingly
active verb: rknowing is parallel to growingr. Confronted with knowing,
Coleridge experiences a kind of holy reverence, the same kind of
reverence f'elt before the force that makes Creation function and that
t¡nites rvith the laws of nature. Coleridge sees knowledge as one of the
rnajor organs of nature. In his view, it begins to operate with the rising
sun and then unites with all the forces of nature, combining their laws
into one ol itself and others. We are exhorted to behold how it arranges
the minutest movements of nature to become part of the profoundest
peaceful whole. Knowing, he asserts, is the most conspicuous organism
ol' all nature and its elementary lif'e.

In speaking of Coleridge's concept of imagination as the poet's most
significant power, which I'undamentally deviates from the gathering,
collecting fancy of the epigonous poet, who repeats what has been said
before, Richards had more good luck explaining the parallelism of
'nature man' than in the case of the Goethe study, although the content
of Goethe's epistemology is to a great extent the same. In both we meet
with the concept of the artist as the culmination of nature. Coleridge
olI'ers the coincidence of antitheses, Goethe the polarity. Coleridge has
his imagination; from Goethe derives the present-day concept of the
symbol, which this imagination alone can produce. Coleridge has his
fancy, Goethe his mannerism.

Brought to the fore by Richards. in particular. and embraced by T. S.

Eliot and many others, the concept of imagination as the principle in an
artist that actually creates something new has gained a strong grip on
contemporary criticism. It has all the freshness, the feeling of a
functioning idea, that is lacking in a large part of the Goethe research,
notwithstanding its dealing with similar matters. Coteridge's influence in
our time has therefore been more f'ertile than Goethe's, although both
speak of similar things. Imagination sees the parts of a whole as more
important; a whole is composed of many contradictory manifestations,
phases between which exists tension. Imagination reveals the vital
diversity of the literary organism.

L-.
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Coleridge's ideas have constituted literary criticism more specifically
than have Goethe's n'¡axims. which were intended to serve in many cases

as general scientific principles. As cleveloped by Steiner. in particular.
Goethe's ¡naxims have become a consistent philosophy and epistemology
of literature.

In lris 'Corrccpts ot'Criticisnr'. Wellek renrarks that it is wondert'ul that
the nrost irnportant philosopher to influence nrodern thought is no

rationalist likc Kant but thc idealist Schelling. whose works are not read

and cannot even tre obtained in translation. According to Wellek. we

neecl not scarch far tbt causes and consequences before we can see that
the principal themes of German idealism were transferred to American
literary criticism of the 1930s and 40s through Coleridge's mediatio¡.
crcativc imagination. the congruity of opposites. art as the analogy of
rrature. a work of art as an organic whole. the synrbol as a higher
nranif'estation than allegory. etc.

l. A. Richards translated the language of Coleridge in perhaps a
slightly naive way into the language of physiology so as to become

unclerslandable to our scientific age. The positions taken by Coleridge
arc at plesent represented most conspicuously by Cleanth Brooks.
Brooks de¡nonstrates that true poetry exists wherever the ability exists to
put together images that otherwise fit together only poorly. The
propertics ofpoetry nrentioned in the preceding section are all treated in
Brooks'critical writing. Good poetry must be ironic to be able to stand
up uncler the ironic scrutiny of all times. This is the principle of
,inclusive, poetry. the poetry that takes in everything.

All in all. Coleridge likewise ofï'ers an answer to the question posed by

Wellek in dealing with Goethe: ,But how. may we ask. can the poet

create according to the laws of nature?, Maybe it is possible. however, to
fìnd a ¡uorc valicl epistenrological answer in Goethe.

Yet Coleridge and Goethe have shown the connection between poetry

and nature to be n'¡ore direct than has the literary criticism of the Islamic
sphere. and the influence of both men continues to be l'e¡t.

I

But let us continue with our historical review of imitation.
ln thc chapter on the lranian dreanr. I have pointed out how the

contr()vcrsy tretween the generatio¡ls is stl sharp in the field of literary
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thcory that one might speak of a kind of nracrodialectics that regulates
progress but remains overlooked in the theorizing itself. An examination
of' thc history of imitation reveals that this macrodialectics wavers
constantly between realism and abstractionism.

Somc decades ago. in l9l7 to be exact, the critic Viktor Shklovski, in
an cssay titled 'Art as a Device'. argued that the purpose of all art is to
rcscue the device from oblivion. to bring it i¡rto view. If we study the
language of poetry. he asserted, its vocabulary. its gramntar, its
phonology. we are bound to notice cvcrywhere that something artistic has
been attempted: the artist strives with certain special twists to
excite our attenti<u, he tries to the best of his ability to save, to expose
to view. his artistic device. to set it apart from the automatism of
conrmonplarce use. Accurding to Aristotle. the language of poetry had to
have the character of a f'oreign language. This con<lition is fulfillect, too,
quitc litcrally. by vittually all the languages in wlrich poetry h¿rs been
u'ritten to nlake sure that the poetic character is apprcciated: Sunrerian
words occur in Assyrian poetry, Latin in all the languages of meclieval
Europe. Arabisnrs in Persian. ancient Bulgarian words in the Russian
languagc.'fhe languagc ol' l l d o l c e s t i l n u o v o, whiclr
ntight have been considered to contain the conrplete simplicity of youth.
was an artistic vehiclc conscirnsly rnanipulated into a ditTicult l'orm.
Arn¿rut Daniel's languagc of thc springtime of European literature was
just as dillicult to read as to pronounce.

Shklovski has somewhat unmodern views to express on the rhythm.
tlre art of nrasses, groups of pcople. A working song makes work easier

- rvh-v? lt is easier to nrarch in timc to music than without music.
Sinrilarly. it is easier to walk if we are engaged in intcresting
conversation: then we are no longer conscious of the act of walking. 'Ihus

a prosaic rhythnr is inr¡rortant in the autonratizatic'¡n of an action.'Ihis is

not, hou'ever. the case with the language ol'poctry. There is order, to be

sure. in art. but the columns of a Grcck tcmple have been deliberately
nrade to clitl'er slightly fionr each other. Not rhythnr but a deviation tronr
rhythm, contetrds Shklovski, makes lbr art.

Such theories were replaced in Russia by socialist realism, the theory
of rvhich did not begin to nrake its breakthrough in Western Europe until
the l9ó0s. lts most inrportant spokesman, perhaps, is Georg Lukács. The
adoration of the conlmon midcult of mass culture has spread geperally.
Like the antithesis and diagonal contrast to Shklovski's theory favoring
the <lbscure and everything beyond comprehension. Umberto Eco's
essay on lan Fleming w.lrrants notice.
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Eco wants to scorn Fleming but his ardent exposure of the charming
devices of Fleming's midcult makes him a defendant of Fleming's
narrative fechnique. Characteristic of Fleming's narrative machinery is

that on which the classical detective story is based as a whole: namely,
tlre reader is enabled at all times to reach in the text for points of
support. familiar f'eatures, items meaningful to him as déjà vu. The
reader's pleasure derives from the fact that he has been invited to join
in the game, the rules and course even, of which are known to him in
advance. Fleming's stories might be compared to a soccer football game,

in which the milieu is familiar from the start, the number of players and
their temperaments. the fact that the game is played on a green turf of
specified dimensions. and so on, although an unknown factor does
remain - the linal score. along with, often enough, the winner in the
end. A better comparison might be a basketball match between, for
instance. a champion team like the Harlem Globetrotters and some
small-town team. lt is an absolute foregone conclusion that the Harlem
Globetrotters{vill win, and the rules whereby they will do the trick are
also known. The joy of the spectator is derived from seeing with what
skilful stunts the champions are able to put off the moment of decision,
with what polished sleight-of-hand they are able to redeem the promise
of victory, with that virtuosity they are able to bamboozle the opposing
team.

The midcult theory has been followed simultaneously by a simple art
deviating from the abstract. The best names linked to such
anti-abstractionist literary art adhering close to life are probably Gorki
and Brecht.

In the East - and also the lVest (¡s witness Barthes, [,évi-Strauss,
[ævin) - the new Marxist theory is at the moment restoring autonomy
from ideological bonds to,art. It is reþcting rthe short circuit between art
and the economy) (Chvatik). The Russian formalists, who had set forth
ideas like those of Shklovski cited in the foregoing, have been rehabilita-
ted. After a single decade of socialist rcalism, Czechoslovakia's great
formalist Jan Mukaíovskf has been rehabilitated, along with all the rest
of the Czech formalism. According to Kvetoslav Chvatlk', there prevails
no causal relationship between art and society, but they are in a mutual
dialectical relationship. The elimination of mechanical determinism
appears in the removal of the mechanical principle of interchange. Social
phenomena were interchanged, art was changed into an ideology,
ideology into economics, and so on. An is no passive product of its
environment. in the view of Chvatlk, but, on thJ contrary, it molds its
environment. which to some extent is the product of its art. In this
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respect, Chvatlk resembles that other Marxist art theorist Ernst Bloch,
according to whom artists represent a set of ideal situations, of which
then some one is realized historically. It would appearas if literary theory
were once more reverting to the semiautonomous telationship of art to its
environment. In cefrain sectors of Marxist theorizing, a reversion is
taking place to Goethean premises, although in the ianguage of modern
information theory. Jurij totman (Trudy po znakovym sistema 3, Tartu,
1967) presents the following dialectic model:

t

Reality

Object

2 3 4

RealþTheoretical model Art

Our concept of
the object

lVork of
art

A reality that is
gasped in the
light of a pre-

vious artistic
experience


